
By giving you insights into areas of congestion and allowing you to 
geofence certain areas in your facility, this feature allows you to:

+ Improve throughput and productivity by developing more 
efficient routes through your facility.

+ Identify problem areas and understand operator movements and 
tasks to reduce unproductive hours.  

+ Enhance workplace security and equipment utilization.

With the power and accuracy of iW.RTLS, restricting and controlling 
the movements of your fleet—and the efficiency of your operation—
has never been easier. 

TRACKING TRUCK AND PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENT FOR PROCESS IMPROVEMENT

iWAREHOUSE®  
Real-Time Location System

As a engineered technology assistance 

option, the iWAREHOUSE Real-Time 

Location System (iW.RTLS) offers 

benefits above and beyond identifying 

which trucks are where in your 

operation. Working in conjunction with 

the iWAREHOUSE telematics solution 

and leveraging a high degree of 

position accuracy, you get more.

More data. More insight. More 

decision-making knowledge power.



ACCURATE TRACKING. REAL WORLD BENEFITS.

Keeping an eye on every truck, everywhere, every day has always been an impossible task for facility supervisors,  
until now.  
 
With iW.RTLS, you have sightlines into the position of your entire fleet, allowing you to ensure the right equipment is being 
used for each task, goods are on the move as quickly and efficiently as possible, and more.

iWAREHOUSE®  
Real-Time Location System
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nearest Solutions and Support Center.

FORKLIFT AND ASSET TRACKING

Accuracy to +/-3 feet allows you to:

+ Track trucks and adjust travel routes for greater throughput and productivity

+ Identify and improve areas of congestion and inefficiency

+ Minimize the time and money wasted searching for misplaced assets by 
knowing which employee or truck last handled and where and when

FLEXIBLE GEOFENCING

Virtual geographic boundaries for each truck within your facility allow you to:

+ Create custom defined zones tailored to your unique layout and application

+ Set and restrict movements to designated work areas for greater application 
control and reinforce operator training and best practices

+ Alert operators and slow and stop certain Raymond trucks when leaving 
authorized or entering unauthorized zones

+ Enhance movement security within facilities, equipment and staff

DATA AND REPORTING

By leveraging the iWarehouse® Fleet and Warehouse Optimization System, a 
scalable fleet management system, iW.RTLS provides the ultimate flexibility 
and visibility, and additional operator and forklift metrics within user friendly 
reporting portals.

Visual Truck Reports:  Heat Map, Spaghetti Diagram, Route Playback and 
Active Time

Scalable Fleet Management:  Access Control, Electronic Checklists, Impact 
Management, Utilization and Reporting


